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Substitutions
All clues are normal, and all grid entries are real words and phrases.

However, each across solution clashes with a down solution.
No down solution clashes more than once, and two do not clash at all.

The downs are correct, so a letter has to be dropped from the across word. If 9a were SLIPPER but 1d were 
ACCEPT, 9a would be entered as CLIPPER and the S would be dropped.

These dropped letters, taken in clue order, spell out a WW II campaign, the target of which is the answer to enter 
in the box.
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Across

9 Policemen reportedly 

removed seeds of 

conflict (7)

10 Uselessly fill space 

around tabloid paper 

having spent money 

(4,3)

11 British army unit's 

feeling pain getting 

through (9)

12 Earth formally to stop 

turning without the 

Sun (5)

13 Fools don't start a lot 

(5)

15 Get too upset 

concerning about-turn 

(9)

16 Lozenges over the 

Italian coat-of-arms at 

last (7)

17 Axed Charlie was on 

one leg (7)

19 Gold medallist we 

backed into apparently 

dieted (3,6)

22 Chart ultimately 

wrong - blame Henry! 

(5)

24 Make fun of relative 

after end of concert 

(5)

25 Note healthy 

journalist boomed (9)

27 Expel knight, one 

diminished after 

receiving heavy blow 

(4,3)

28 Calls for help some 

time after the prime 

minister (7)

Down

1 I bleed badly, but it's 

not poisonous (6)

2 Backs sixth sense over 

customs (8)

3 Hand in coat to get a 

drink (4)

4 This time, shields 

policy officials (8)

5 Continually annoy 

rector leaving 

European city for 

Luxembourg (6)

6 14 pounds of gold can 

stop BBC man 

presenting a 

misleading picture 

(10)

7 Shakespearean trio 

messed up in 

Pennsylvania (6)

8 Linked director with 

case (8)

14 Freeze up under 

pressure for the first 

time in channel, 

evolving a new form 

(10)

16 End up second at most 

when cars get 

refuelled (3,5)

17 Socialist I don't know 

arrested by policeman 

gets memory recorded 

(4,4)

18 Quiet artist new face 

at dinner (8)

20 In Gene Vincent's 

show (6)

21 Request help from one 

of 26 in the middle of 

unbuttoning (4,2)

23 Most senior colonel 

destabilised houses (6)

26 Poet gets rid of black 

tea suppliers (4)


